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Legislative Leader’s New Tax Plan

Only in Massachusetts can Legislative leaders roll out a new $500 million dollar tax plan and expect the
public to think it’s reasonable.  Although this plan costs less than the Governor’s proposal of $19 Billion
over 10 years, any new taxes will hit hardworking families the most.

The two tax proposals that have gained the most attention are the three cent increase on the gasoline
tax and $1 increase on the cigarette tax.  A three cent increase on the gas tax may not seem like much,
but what has been under-reported is the fact that this bill states that the gas tax will be linked to
inflation starting in 2015. The gasoline tax hike would bring the tax to 24 cents per gallon, over the
national average of 21 cents per gallon and be the first hike since 1991. This will be right after the
November elections in 2014 and will not require votes for an increase going forward. The initial three
cents is only the tip of the iceberg.

Although the cigarette tax may be one of the least controversial, raising it to the proposed rate would
put the Massachusetts tax at 2nd in the nation, only behind New York. Funding part of our
transportation needs on the backs of a cigarette tax, a habit that is steadily declining, is not a long term
solvent solution.

Another tax increase tucked away is an increase excise tax on utilities, including electric companies,
from 6.5 percent to 8 percent. As if the hardworking people of Massachusetts weren’t being taxed
enough, they can look forward to higher utility bills if this plan passes.

Directly taxing the people of Massachusetts in this fragile economy has its clear negative effects.
However, what is as equally important as the amount of income Massachusetts workers get to keep is
the availability of jobs for them to make an income. With unemployment teetering at record high for the
past few years, the last thing a state would want to do is deter businesses from operating in the state,
which in turn provides jobs to its residents. According to CNBC, Massachusetts ranks 49th in the country
for cost of doing business and 41st for the cost of living.

Unfortunately this new tax plan implements some hard hitting taxes on one of Massachusetts largest
industries, as well as job-providing businesses in general. New taxes on businesses would account for
about half of the new revenue generated in the proposed tax plan. One proposal increases taxes on
multi-state corporations, and requires out-of-state companies selling products in Massachusetts to pay
more. This tax will in turn be passed down to the consumer, or push the corporation to a state with
better business policies, taking their jobs with them.

Furthering the large hit on businesses is a proposal to apply the 6.25 percent sales tax to certain
software services to ensure that both the purchase of software and modifications to software are both
subject to the sales tax. This will set Massachusetts tech businesses back in their competitiveness at a
time when global competition is higher than ever.

Senate President Murray said the Democratic leaders did not believe they should "further squeeze" the
middle-class with the level of tax increases called for by the governor, however, she fails to realize that
her new plan will do just that.
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